
COUTURE







As one of the world’s few Argyle Pink Diamond 
Select Ateliers, the Calleija name has long been 
synonymous with masterful craftsmanship, 
innovative design, and of course, rare and 
exquisite Argyle pink diamonds. 

Each year, Calleija breaks new ground, combining 
traditional craftsmanship and modern techniques 
to design and fashion truly one-of-a-kind works 
of art, which are as personal to the wearer as 
they are to the master jeweller who creates them. 
Taking inspiration from some of the world’s rarest 
gemstones, including Argyle pink diamonds, 
the Calleija Couture Collection showcases these 
incredible gems and elevates their natural 
beauty through original design and exceptional 
workmanship. 

The Argyle Diamond Mine, located in Western 
Australia’s remote Kimberley region, is due to close 
in December 2020. Soon, these extraordinary 

diamonds will become pieces of natural history, rarer 
and more collectable than ever before. Unlike any 
Calleija collection before it, the Couture Collection 
features an exceptional selection of interesting and 
unique gems including several of the rarest of all 
Argyle diamonds, including a brilliant Red Argyle 
Tender diamond, a Purplish Red Argyle Tender 
diamond, a stunning Argyle blue diamond and other 
rare and collectable Argyle diamonds. 

Timeless, versatile and contemporary all at once, the 
collection comprises some of the finest examples of 
Calleija’s unique talent for innovation. Incredible in 
its detail the Calleija Couture Collection enhances 
the magnificence of the astonishing jewels from 
which it draws its inspiration, delighting and 
captivating the wearer and all those who behold it.   

Experience the Art of Calleija by visiting one of the 
Calleija boutiques.

The
ofArt Calleija



C I A N A

When expert design meets nature’s beauty, jewels come to life.  

Ciana’s 2.58ct cushion cut pink sapphire is the centrepiece for this  

work of art. Special trillion cut white diamonds surround her  

striking design captivating both jewellery and art lovers.  

Unique. Individual. Breathtakingly beautiful from every angle.



L A DY  I N  R E D

Epitomising Calleija’s talent for unique and innovative design, this 

platinum and rose gold masterpiece features the astonishing rare and 

highly collectable ‘Lady in Red’ Argyle Tender diamond. 

The incredibly brilliant 0.54ct Fancy Purplish Red diamond can be simply 

worn on her own with Argyle blue diamonds and white diamonds; or 

encased within her outer jacket of rare and beautiful  

Argyle pink diamonds.  

Timeless beauty for all occasions and a rarity beyond belief.



T H E  M A K I N G  O F  L A DY  I N  R E D

Working with the rarest and most precious gems, Calleija’s 

craftspeople skilfully combine both traditional  and contemporary 

techniques to create breathtakingly unique designs. The beauty 

of Lady in Red is in her captivating detail and spectacular 

combination of Argyle red and Argyle pink diamonds.



C A R M I N E

Featuring an incredibly rare Argyle Red Tender diamond,  

one of only thirty-two ever to be unearthed in history from the  

Argyle Diamond Mine, Carmine is a celebration of colour.  

Uniquely surrounded by a double halo of Argyle pink diamonds,  

including a remarkable collection of oval cut pink diamonds, 

 this magnificent 0.31ct Australian Argyle Red diamond is a  

true piece of history and an heirloom for generations.



I A M O R E

Intricately handmade, this platinum and rose gold masterpiece  

features a rare Argyle Purplish Pink Tender diamond at her heart  

nestled amongst a surround of white diamonds and featuring two rare 

Argyle blue diamonds. 

Four rose gold glyphs stand sentinel over the precious  

0.56ct 3PP Purplish Pink heart-shaped diamond whilst atop her  

shoulders lay two Argyle pink pear shape diamonds.  

The Calleija ‘C’ lies hidden below the setting as a secret  

known only to its wearer.



C A L L A

Inspired by the beautiful calla lily, this teardrop shaped ring  

is home to a heavenly 0.52ct pear shape Argyle Pink Tender diamond  

set in rose gold and sheathed by brilliant halos of white and  

pink diamonds atop a platinum band. 

The highest colour grade found in Argyle pink diamonds, Calla’s centre 

diamond is graded 1PP and is the most Vivid Purplish Pink colour found in 

the Argyle Diamond Mine. 



R AY N E

The awe-inspiring design of Rayne showcases the regal and mighty beauty 

of a rare Argyle blue marquise diamond, whilst grain-set Argyle pink round 

brilliant cut diamonds harness a unique feminine beauty. 

Waves of platinum and rose gold burst with white round brilliant cut 

diamonds, and in true Calleija style the detailing on the underside of the 

ring is equally captivating.



A Z A L E A

Exquisite platinum and rose gold earrings featuring an alluring pair  

of Argyle pink diamonds totalling 0.73ct in weight. Encasing the central 

diamonds is a decorative floral-inspired halo of white and  

Argyle pink diamonds.

These beautiful earrings can be worn on their own or embellished with a 

stunning pair of diamond jackets. The intricate detailing on the underside 

of the earrings is mesmerising and showcases true artistry.



T H E  M A K I N G  O F  A Z A L E A

From the raw, natural beauty of platinum and rose gold, 

Calleija’s master jewellers craft bespoke and innovative designs 

to be treasured for generations to come. Born of the earth 

and perfected over millennia, precious stones are masterfully 

fashioned into timeless works of art.



E S M E

Esme features an oval cut Argyle pink diamond at her centre, encircled  

by a crown of white round brilliant cut diamonds. Her outer halo of  

pink diamonds set in rose gold are embraced by two matched  

oval cut Argyle pink diamonds. Esme’s elegance captures  

a timeless beauty for generations to come.

A L U L A

Alula’s arresting beauty is a wondrous mix of modern and classic art 

deco design. Featuring a central oval cut Argyle pink diamond encircled 

by dazzling Argyle pink diamonds and an outer halo of brilliant white 

diamonds. A salutation to rare, natural beauty, Alula is the perfect ring to 

celebrate your most special and memorable occasions.



A L E G R I A

Alegria’s design highlights the beauty of simple lines brought to life by 

master craftspeople. Twin platinum bands feature brilliant white diamonds 

culminating in a droplet-like pear shaped diamond and a round brilliant 

cut diamond. Her rose gold band features round brilliant cut Argyle pink 

diamonds with a pear shape Argyle pink diamond at its pinnacle.

F LO R A L I N E

Showcasing Calleija’s talent for design, this playful and feminine ring 

features a floral-inspired cluster of white diamonds and the distinctive 

inclusion of iconic Argyle pink diamonds, for which Calleija is renowned. 

The masterful craftmanship behind her unique and striking design ensures 

that she delights her wearer and all those who behold her.



E LO D I E

The enchanting Elodie features a central 0.51ct Argyle pink round brilliant 

cut diamond bordered by a glistening fringe of Argyle pink diamonds 

in several blushing hues. Crafted in platinum and featuring a delicately 

curved band, she is both playful and feminine; striking, yet refined.  

A timeless piece to be treasured forever.

G I S E L L E

The intensity of Giselle’s central radiant cut 3PP Argyle pink diamond  

is a testament to nature’s beauty. With the Argyle Diamond Mine closing at 

the end of 2020, pink diamonds of these colours and unique shapes  

are becoming rarer and more collectable. Giselle is a unique ring 

 for those who love pink diamonds.



Z E N I T H

Powerful and spectacular, the star-like Zenith mesmerises with a 

remarkable 5.01ct round brilliant cut white diamond. Celestially inspired, 

this jewel is the perfect ring to celebrate life’s special occasions  

and the ones we love.

A true statement of beauty and style.



L E O R A

An enchantress and seductress, Leora hypnotises with her incredible 

central 3.02ct oval white diamond and weaves spells with her rose gold set 

halo of Argyle pink diamonds and white diamonds. 

A captivating light for the ages.



S O U S A N N

Elegant, bold and captivating, Sousann’s 5ct oval cut diamond shines 

brilliantly, bringing love and joy to her wearer. Two delicate pear-shaped 

Argyle pink diamonds are nestled beneath the stunning centre diamond 

while her platinum band is elevated by shoulders set with brilliant cut 

white diamonds. Timeless beauty to be celebrated.



T H E  M A K I N G  O F  S O U S A N N

The brilliance of Sousann’s stunning 5ct oval cut diamond is 

expertly elevated by the skilful master jewellers of Calleija. 

Enhancing the beauty of both the stone and the wearer, a Calleija 

design is delicately and thoughtfully brought to life.



D E L P H I N E

Intricate. delicate and alluring, this handcrafted ring features a luminous  

2.04ct oval cut diamond with a halo of round brilliant cut white diamonds.  

The decorative under-gallery features a diamond lotus flower-style basket 

with 18ct rose gold detailing. A glimpse beneath the lotus flower reveals a 

hidden level of diamond set petals.



A L I N A

These unique cascading diamond jackets are designed to enhance  

the precious oval shaped diamond studs that are the centrepiece  

of the Alina earrings. The pure simplicity of classic diamond studs  

allows you to shine during the day however, with a simple addition you are 

adorned with an elegant arrangement of marquise and pear shaped white 

diamonds and gorgeous Argyle pink diamonds for evening.  

Versatile and beautiful.



E S T E L L A

Purple star of the night sky, Estella captivates with a remarkable central

1.87ct purple spinel. Magnifying her central gem’s radiance is a rose gold

halo, set with Argyle pink diamonds and an outer halo of white

diamonds. An unexpected colour creating a truly unique ring.

I S O L A

The deep blue of Isola’s 15.21ct cabochon tanzanite represents the depths 

of the ocean. Timeless and powerful, yet tranquil. Wrapped in rose gold 

and offset by sparkling lines of white diamonds and two central pear cut  

Argyle pink diamonds, Isola is at once striking and serene.



T H E  M A K I N G  O F  I S O L A

Hewn from only the finest and most exquisite materials,  

a Calleija masterpiece is fashioned into a timeless jewel, greater 

than the sum of its parts. Here, a master craftsman brings 

together the beauty of Isola’s platinum and rose gold settings 

which will hold the rich, deeply coloured tanzanite centrepiece.



I L U K A

Showcasing Calleija’s talent for innovative design and

exquisite detailing, the 33.27ct cushion cut aquamarine and

diamond set ring also transforms into a pendant, making

this dramatic and elegant piece a wondrously wearable

addition to your collection.



C O R A L E E

Mesmerising in her detail and showcasing artistry in every element, 

Coralee features a stunning aquamarine surrounded by  

brilliant white diamonds. A true statement for the modern woman  

who epitomises style and individuality.



N U R A

Inspired by light reflections, Nura features a 4.28ct blue zircon surrounded 

by brilliant white diamonds. Her design captures light and her detailing 

brings together the warmth and beauty of rose and white gold.  

A statement ring for a true individual.



S YA

Regal and inspired by the imperial splendour of her dramatic  

16.40ct cabochon mandarin garnet, Sya is crafted in 18ct white and  

22ct yellow gold, featuring a halo of round yellow sapphires and white 

diamonds with soft pear shape pink sapphires nestled in her shoulders. 

Promising auspicious days and good fortune to her wearer, Sya is a  

one-of-a-kind celebration of design and colour.



A A S H I

These playful yet elegant drop earrings feature central pear shape morganite  

gems in a delicate pink hue. Set in white and rose gold, the earrings include a 

luscious arrangement of eye-catching pear shape green beryl gems.  

A unique addition to any jewel lover’s collection. 

A O KO

Aoko features shimmering green beryls and gorgeous pink morganites 

interspersed with brilliant white diamonds. The central 17.31ct morganite 

sits within a traditional trembler setting whilst a hinged bale allows the 

pendant to be worn as a pearl enhancer, on silk, leather or a chain.



C A M I L L E

These striking earrings highlight Calleija’s talent for contemporary design. 

Featuring tapered baguette diamonds, accompanied by pear and marquise 

cut diamonds, creating a bold yet feminine silhouette.

M A H I N A

When simplicity takes on a different edge. Weighing over 12ct in total,  

the black diamonds at the heart of Mahina shimmer within daring white 

diamond surrounds. Perfect for making a statement both day and night.



A Z A R

Set ablaze by her stunning 2.93ct central Burmese ruby, Azar combines 

rich colour with brilliant white diamonds. Traditional craftsmanship 

elevates classic elegance in this understated yet sophisticated jewel. 

A U S T R A L I A

U N I T E D  K I N G D O M

C A L L E I J A . C O M

SYDNEY 
The Fullerton, formerly The Westin Hotel  

No.1 Martin Place
Sydney NSW 2000 

+61 (0)2 9233 6661   sydney@calleija.com.au

GOLD COAST 
Marina Mirage, Seaworld Drive 

Main Beach QLD 4217 
+61 (0)7 5528 3666   mirage@calleija.com.au

MELBOURNE 
By Appointment.

LONDON 
No.7 The Royal Arcade 

Albermarle Street Entrance  
28 Old Bond Street 
Mayfair W1S 4SG 

+44 (0)20 7499 8490   london@calleija.com
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